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A question related to climate and freshwater needs
of growing population is: can large dams and
reservoirs behind dams, as before, still work?



Rationally, less predictable climate patterns (e.g.,
extreme heat/drought) can exert significant
detrimental impact on aquatic species/human
populations in areas downstream to a dam, whether
in New England or elsewhere.



People do not always think rationally (Weiner, 1991)



The P8-UCM (Urban Catchment Model): hydrologic BMP
model calibrated with storm water data collected under
-- NURP or National Urban Runoff Program
-- Uses a pervious runoff curve number (CN).



The NURP Hydrologic model (P8-UCM)
- infiltration system in type B soil
(infiltration rate = 0.4 in/hr)
- divert and store only 0.2 inch rainfall
- will capture 41% **P (phosphorus) from a 10ha
(=24.69 acres) drainage area

*DAMS – RESPONSIBLR FOR SEDIMENT BUILD-UP!
**P – can cause eutrophication/impact fish life-cycle

“Albelee

definitely has a valid point about large dams and
adverse impacts to fish, as well as on water quality (e.g.,
changes in water temperature). I've been working on fish passage
issues on the Columbia/Snake River hydropower system for about
thirty years. There are now 13 ESA (Endangered Species Act)listed stocks of salmon or steelhead in the river basin. While the
loss of salmon has not been caused solely by the hydropower
system, it was a major contributor to the decline, along with
loss of habitat and habitat degradation, overharvest, hatcheries
and poor water quality. Based on our experience here in the
Pacific NW, we would strongly caution Asian countries about
constructing a series of large dams on their rivers".
James Ruff, American Water Resources Association.
“Thanks Albelee for the 2012 book on Science Literacy and
Innovative Alternatives and Congratulations. You have proved
yourself to be a very special person in our community”. Firoze
Khan, Boston www.shebi.org



What is Charles River Watershed
Assoc. (CRWA) doing?



Hobbs Pd. Dam: In March 2010
after heavy rains, the Weston
Conservation Commission to
decide whether to reconstruct
dam or restore Hobbs Brook!!
Photo Courtesy – CRWA/local HS
Volunteers, Elise Leduc (Mar 12,
2012 email comm.).



Heavy rains caused Weston’s
streams and rivers to reach
near-record flood levels, and
the water behind the Hobbs
Pd. Dam overtopped the
spillway, eroding and
collapsing a portion (Ash,
2012) .



The breach, 25 ft wide X 30
ft long X 6 ft deep, left the
water level in the pond ~ 2
feet lower than before.



Stakeholders public meeting,
April 2012.



CRWA is focused on the contaminated
stormwater running off the bridge (Ash, 2012).



Mass DOT proposes to pipe the stormwater off
the bridge for treatment and infiltration through
constructed wetlands on both sides of the
bridge.



CRWA urges Mass DOT to treat runoff by building
a rain garden on what is currently a parking lot
on the north side of the bridge (Ash, 2012).

30th Run of the Charles Canoe and
Kayak Race – April 29, 2012 - New
England's largest canoe/kayak race.
MassDEP – 3rd place (pers. comm.
Kimmell, 5/7/2012).
 3,000 volunteers/80 mi of river
 Credit - River Current e-Newsletter
(Ash, 2012). Boston Globe story by
Schworm, 2012; & Photo -R. Bellitti




Science literacy and climate change
education: Can risk communication
through dialogue help?



Fig. 1 (Right). Survey response on
influence of science literacy in
improving intelligence (n= 285).

Note: MassDEP has just won the Carballo
Award for Tornado Response (i.e., June
2011 Tornado) . This Commonwealth
Award honors dedicated state workers
for performing duties and exhibiting
leadership skills (Pers. comm., Ken
Kimmell, MassDEP, May 7, 2012).
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“Albelee’s book is very timely and it raises the point of pursuit of
proper literacy / understanding of Science as well as questions of
water policy / environment” -- former Diplomat, Bangladesh



Classical measurements of GW table – do they work?



Trust/fairness is part of water ethics/literacy

(Datta, 2005)

“Ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus’s (540-475 BC) pithy
maxim -- all things flow -- is worth remembering. Nature
sustains and renews itself by the continuous flow of river”.
--- rephrased by Albelee from G. Stamatellos (1997). Heraclitus. His life and philosophy. Courtesy: Dr. Regina
Panasuk, Distinguished Univ. Professor, Graduate School of Education, Univ. of Massachusetts Lowell, MA, USA.

 Impediment

to natural stream flow by huge
structures (large dams), for instance, to
produce hydroelectricity can only accelerate
urbanization or fast industrialization!

 How

about eco-hydrologically scaled dams?

 Hydropower

dams further contribute to the
climate change phenomenon – neglecting the
consequences of failure of cities, townships
and rural communities to maintain minimum
stream flow to support life.

Self-efficacy
and perceived
collective
efficacy

Self-esteem as a
community
--------Personal sense of selfworth (a lower order
CONSTRUCT)

 Learners’

beliefs about self and surrounding
environment influence goals; belief is at the
center of adaptive social functioning
(Atkinson, 1957; Schunk, 2012; Dweck,
2007).
 Desirable learning and motivational states
result from cognition/emotion and behavior
employing complex neural synapses (Schunk,
2012).
NOTE: Motivated learners expend greater
efforts to avoid failure
- A hallmark of achievement behavior

Ego-involvement, low persistence can lead to
learned helplessness for low achievement
motivation (Dweck, 1986, 2008).
 No compelling/conclusive correlations between
learning disabilities (per IDEA or Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act 1997) and
hypothesized causes
- neurotransmitters imbalance or
environmental toxins (Reid & Lienemann, 2006).
 Klassen (2002) found that self-efficacy positively
correlates with achievement motivation.


 Is

it the individual’s need for homeostasis
(optimal physiological balance)
-- or is it something else?

 Motivation

that leads to a behavior might be
the outcome of cognition/ thought-processes
-- attributing diff. meanings to a task



And also the result of individuals’ educative
experience or social interactions (Weiner,
1991, 1992).



Motivation/Incentives for rain-harvesting and
restoration of lakes/ponds (could increase flood
storage) can better solve the problem of freshwater
and flooding, especially in areas experiencing
drinking water shortages.



Reduce water-waste by technology/urban retrofit
(prevent leaks)

Innovations (drip irrigation)/debates, discussions
- India’s wateruse, 69% agriculture (Kumar et al., 2005)


Note: Example - Massachusetts aspires to establish a
standard for min. stream flow criterion in 2012 thru
arduous negotiations (K. Kimmell, 2012, MassDEP).



Stakeholders in upstream
locale(s) need to educate
policy-makers and development
partners, to avoid hardship on
humans and aquatic habitat
(fish-passage), due to old-style
damming..



Perceived/ collective efficacy
is the cognition that mediates
knowledge and action (Bandura,
1986)
- Site specific, on-task



EDUCATION can go a long way in
resolving climate disputes
locally, nationally ….transboundary??
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poster design suggestions. The
presentation is based on
author’s e-book on Science
Literacy and Innovative
Alternatives; it is meant for
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only and does not imply policy
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